Esc on hyundai sonata

Electronic stability control ESC will not prevent accidents. Excessive speed in turns, abrupt
maneuvers and hydroplaning on wet surfaces can still result in serious accidents. Only a safe
and attentive driver can prevent accidents by avoiding maneuvers that cause the vehicle to lose
traction. Even with ESC installed, always follow all the normal precautions for driving including driving at safe speeds for the conditions. ESC checks where you are steering and
where the vehicle is actually going. ESC applies the brakes at individual wheels and intervenes
in the engine management system to stabilize the vehicle. The Electronic Stability Control ESC
system is an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under
adverse conditions. It is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed,
road conditions and driver steering input can all affect whether ESC will be effective in
preventing a loss of control. It is still your responsibility to drive and corner at reasonable
speeds and to leave a sufficient margin of safety. When replacing tires, make sure they are the
same size as your original tires. Adjust your driving accordingly. To turn the system back on,
press the switch again. If the indicator remains lit even after the engine has been started, have
your car checked by an authorized Hyundai dealer. In fact, the Tucson leads all of its
competitors in weight efficiency. Hyundai engineers Introduced in the early '90s, the
economy-priced sedan didn't exactly get off to a good start, earning a well-deserved reputation
for overall shoddi If Your Vehicle Must Be Towed If your vehicle has to be towed, it should be
done by your Hyundai dealer or a commercial tow truck service. This will help assure that your
vehicle is not damaged in towing. Also, professionals a TransAm77 answered 6 years ago. Its
your traction control. You might have bumped the button on the dash or center console. Start
the car,find the button marked ESC and press it. If the light doesn't go off its probably going to
be a mechanical issue with the wheel bearing or the wires leading from the bearing to the car.
The abs and traction control sensors are in the wheel bearing or hub assembly. GuruDJG3C
answered 3 years ago. GuruDJG3C answered 2 years ago. When I started my car, I noticed the
check engine light came on yellow. After a few seconds, it went off. I've read that this is not a
problem, and it's just testing the light, but I'm trying to get Thought it was the usual brake
switch recall. Took it to the dealer made the switch. Lights still on. That was yest Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. You can read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site
you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Hyundai Sonata question. Search Hyundai Sonata
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models
For Sale. TransAm77 answered 6 years ago. Its your traction control. You might have bumped
the button on the dash or center console. Start the car,find the button marked ESC and press it.
If the light doesn't go off its probably going to be a mechanical issue with the wheel bearing or
the wires leading from the bearing to the car. The abs and traction control sensors are in the
wheel bearing or hub assembly. GuruDJG3C answered 3 years ago. GuruDJG3C answered 2
years ago. When I started my car, I noticed the check engine light came on yellow. After a few
seconds, it went off. I've read that this is not a problem, and it's just testing the light, but I'm
trying to get Thought it was the usual brake switch recall. Took it to the dealer made the switch.
Lights still on. That was yest I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed
by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered
reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content
will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Hyundai
Sonata question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Hyundai Sonata. Get
Started. Search Hyundai Sonata Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. The car is in park when it comes on. I had a similar issue with Sonata.
Also had acceleration issues, or lack there of. Took it to the dealer who told me bad battery and
brake light switch. Changed both as recommended. Problem persisted. I took it back and they
found I was having issues while headlights were on. I said no thanks. Got a Carfax and found
the car used to be rental fleet. Realizing it was likely an aftermarket kill switch or GPS tracker, I
took it to a stereo shop. Car now runs perfectly whether lights are on or not. Problem solved!
Lad answered 3 years ago. The Electronic Stability control ESC system is designed to stabilize
the vehicle during cornering maneuvers. ESC checks where you are steering and where the
vehicle is actually going. ESC applies the brakes at individual wheels and intervenes in the
engine management system to stabilize the vehicle. Electronic stability control ESC will not
prevent accidents. Excessive speed in turns, abrupt maneuvers and hydroplaning on wet
surfaces can still result in serious accidents. Only a safe and attentive driver can prevent

accidents by avoiding maneuvers that cause the vehicle to lose traction. Even with ESC
installed, always follow all the normal precautions for driving - including driving at safe speeds
for the conditions. The Electronic Stability Control ESC system is an electronic system
designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a
substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed, road conditions and driver
steering input can all affect whether ESC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. It is
still your responsibility to drive and corner at reasonable speeds and to leave a sufficient
margin of safety. This is normal and it means your ESC is active. These conditions are normal
and indicate that the Electronic Stability Control System is functioning properly. When starting
the engine, you may hear a slight ticking sound. This is the ESC performing an automatic
system self-check and does not indicate a problem. When the Electronic Stability Control is
operating properly, you can feel a slight pulsation in the vehicle. This is only the effect of brake
control and indicates nothing unusual. When moving out of the mud or driving on a slippery
road, pressing the accelerator pedal may not cause the engine rpm revolutions per minute to
increase. Upon restarting the engine, the ESC will automatically turn on again. When ignition
switch is turned to ON, the indicator light illuminates, then goes When ignition switch is turned
to ON, the indicator light illuminates, then goes off if the ESC system is operating normally.
When replacing tires, make sure they are the same size as your original tires. Kiarondo08
answered 2 years ago. The ESC off light came on and my shift locked on me.. They told me I
have fix the the brake switch. So I did The shift works but know my brake light don't work and
the ESC off light still turns on when I push the brake paddle GuruXM3XF answered 2 years ago.
I have the same issue when brake the esc light on after start the car. GuruB9SQ8 answered 2
years ago. I had this issue on a Sonata Turned out to be an easy fix if you see it right above the
break pedal. GuruCSH7K answered 2 years ago. Hi I had same issue. That slow downs speed of
car and stop by, then stop engine and start engine. GuruB9SQ8 answered about a year ago.
Right above the break switch is the steering angle sensor. I believe it may have accidentally
brushed out of position by my shoe. I did replace the break even though it tested good because
all the forums suggested it. I did fix the problem and uploaded the solution to YouTube. Hey i
brought a 06 sonata was having problem with front brake locking up , replaced rotors, caliper ,
master cylinder still doing the same thing , rotors was cherry red , somebody replace brake light
switch but had the switch in to far causing the brake pedal to be push in while driving i pulled
the switch out brakes freed up solve the problem adjust the switch problem solve Riding good
now , No one one seem to solve the problem so here you go. I was driving my hyundai sonota
gls and noticed smoke but my temp guage wasnt going up Soon after I noticed the brake light
and the battery light on I went to Auto Zone and know that my alt I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. The light comes on If I push the brake pedal all the way down and as soon a Esc off
light coming on. The light comes on If I push the brake pedal all the way down and as soon as I
start to release brake the light comes on. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Hyundai Sonata question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Hyundai Sonata Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. The Electronic Stability control ESC system is designed to stabilize the vehicle during
cornering maneuvers. ESC checks where you are steering and where the vehicle is actually
going. ESC applies the brakes at individual wheels and intervenes in the engine management
system to stabilize the vehicle. Never drive too fast for the road conditions or too quickly when
cornering. Electronic stability control ESC will not prevent accidents. Excessive speed in turns,
abrupt maneuvers and hydroplaning on wet surfaces can still result in serious accidents. Only a
safe and attentive driver can prevent accidents by avoiding maneuvers that cause the vehicle to
lose traction. Even with ESC installed, always follow all the normal precautions for driving including driving at safe speeds for the conditions. The Electronic Stability Control ESC system
is an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse
conditions. It is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed, road
conditions and driver steering input can all affect whether ESC will be effective in preventing a
loss of control. It is still your responsibility to drive and corner at reasonable speeds and to
leave a sufficient margin of safety. This is normal and it means your ESC is active. A click
sound may be heard in the engine compartment when the vehicle begins to move after the
engine is started. These conditions are normal and indicate that the Electronic Stability Control
System is functioning properly. Among other dangers, deadly carbon monoxide CO may enter
the vehicle interi Climate control commands Climate The climate voice commands supportsthe

functionality of the fan speed,temperature and mode settings. Not allfunctions are available on
all vehicles. Overview The overview below shows the av Even though vehicle control is
improved during emergency braking, always maintain a safe distance b The Electronic Stability
control ESC system is designed to stabilize the vehicle during cornering maneuvers. ESC
checks where you are steering and where the vehicle is actually going. ESC applies the brakes
at individual wheels and intervenes in the engine management system to stabilize the vehicle.
Never drive too fast for the road conditions or too quickly when cornering. Electronic stability
control ESC will not prevent accidents. Excessive speed in turns, abrupt maneuvers and
hydroplaning on wet surfaces can still result in serious accidents. Only a safe and attentive
driver can prevent accidents by avoiding maneuvers that cause the vehicle to lose traction.
Even with ESC installed, always follow all the normal precautions for driving - including driving
at safe speeds for the conditions. The Electronic Stability Control ESC system is an electronic
system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a
substitute for safe driving practices. Factors inclu
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ding speed, road conditions and driver steering input can all affect whether ESC will be
effective in preventing a loss of control. It is still your responsibility to drive and corner at
reasonable speeds and to leave a sufficient margin of safety. This is normal and it means your
ESC is active. A click sound may be heard in the engine compartment when the vehicle begins
to move after the engine is started. These conditions are normal and indicate that the Electronic
Stability Control System is functioning properly. When ignition switch is turned to ON, the
indicator light illuminates, then goes off if the ESC system is operating normally. Driving with
varying tire or wheel sizes may cause the ESC system to malfunction. When replacing tires,
make sure they are the same size as your original tires. The Electronic Stability Control system
is only a driving aid; use precautions for safe driving by slowing down on curved, snowy, or icy
roads. Home Top Sitemap Contacts. All Rights Reserved.

